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,With the Editor—-

college experience.
Few of us would think of going out into the middle of College Avenue and throwing away several

thousands of dollars in the street and walk casually away. And yet hundreds of your colleagues
figuratively do that very thing every year by failure to examine the contents (:)- 1' their textbooks
-more frequently and more thoroughly.
We can be more specific and make accusations
concerning one student who wasted a good part of
his .educational opportunities and we'll swear in
Dean Stoddard as •a judge and ask him to pass verdict. Thus we speak from cruel experience and
if that lesson can swerve any readers from a similar pitfall it will not have been in vain.
If at the start of each day of classes you take
time to ask yourself, "Am I prepared?" and then
Live an honest answer, taking pains to rectify the
cause if the answer is in the negative, you will be
well on the way toward giving a decent account of
Yourself when you get, out on the .firing line in the
Battle of Life.
In the little world of its own that Penn State is,
there are other interests which have their appropriate places and it is important that the proper
value, no. more and no less, is placed upon each.
With the football season upon us, for example,
we are all wondering what "the chances are"• this
.year. Naturally, we would like as would followers of all teams, for a "championship" team. And
yet how ridiculous! The important thing is "how
they played" and the obligation of sportsmanship
and loyalty from the speetators is just as vital, too.
These words of Grantland Rice apply very aptly
whether on the football field, the classroom or at
any point in the Battle of Life:
'Tor when the Great Scorer comes to write
against your name
Xe marks—not that you won or lost—but how you
played the game:"
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and that was Laurel Hill in Philly. Laurel Hill is
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best-known cemetery.

The second little morsel concerns a sister arid
brother. The sister lives here in America and the
brother lived in Germany. j This sister and
brother_kept up a regular correspondence until
one time the sister, when her brother asked would
she like him to send her a souvenir from Germany, wrote in a joking way that she would like
;Hitler's eye. ,By return mail .she received a .grisly
piece of something which upop..exarnin4ion-turri.out to be a human' eye. That was the last
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editors who
EDITORIAL NOTE: All of
been
invited
1925
have
Collegian
since
.served
to write the editorial they would most like to
address to Penn State students today. Not all
of them have responded. The editorials of those
who have will appear in this column from time
to time.
By WHEELER LORD, JR. '2B
Copy Editor, Philadelphia Inquirer
In these days when talk of training camps, preparedness, national defense and the like are uppermost, it would do well to liken the Penn State
campus to a 'huge training camp where we ;prepare
ourselves for the Battle of Life, and, incidentally
make possible the rendering of more valuable
ervice to our country.
As.freshmen we heard, as the Class of 1.944'.has
heard and will hear these next few weeks, that
"we get out of the years .we spend at Penn .State
just what we put into them." That one truism is
xepeated more than any other of the flood of advice that engulfs each freshman class and yet no
words more than those can lead to a worthwhile
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